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ABSTRACT 

 

 “AT MY CURRENT VISION, SEEING PHOTOS ON SOCIAL MEDIA IS ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE”: 

HOW MIXED ABILITY COLLABORATION CAN HELP PHOTO SHARING AND VIEWING. 

Users of social media sites share millions of photographs every day. These posts are mostly 

inaccessible to people who are blind or visually impaired, since they are not accompanied by 

alternative text descriptions of the image contents which can be read by a screenreader. Although 

some platforms generate automated image descriptions, these descriptions do not convey the 

details of the photograph expected by screenreader users. To address this, I designed a mixed 

methods study involving a collaborative photograph accessibility activity in Facebook groups, and 

pre and post-activity surveys. I found that online social collaboration between people who are blind 

or visually impaired and their sighted peers can be beneficial to describe the context of the 

photograph, provide detailed alt-text, and review the photographs for clarity (a) before the blind 

or visually impaired users upload their own photographs on Facebook and (b) while interacting 

with other’s photographs on social media sites.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND 
 

Introduction 

“At my current vision, seeing photos on social media is almost impossible.” – P2. 

Social media sites are increasingly used to share photographs and images [11]. Users bearing social 

media accounts primarily post status updates in the form of photographs as a means of their daily- 

life information sharing process, to seek attention and affection from known acquaintances or 

simply to indulge in social communications [10]. Users who are Blind or Visually Impaired (BVI) 

often encounter the challenge of being unable to interact with these photographs posted on social 

media sites due to missing alternative text, multiple times each time they go online while 

participating in this media-centric environment [16]. 

First, visual posts uploaded by others are rarely accessible [16]. To make online images and 

photographs accessible, they must be supplemented with Alternative Text Descriptions (ATDs), 

which provide a textual description of the content of the image. Although there are automated 

features which generate these alternative text descriptions for photographs, like Facebook’s 

Automatic Alternative Text (AAT) [21], these computer-generated descriptions are not always 

able to provide sufficient detail required to understand a photograph. As a result, BVI social media 

users often get frustrated when encountering inaccessible photographs posted by others [3].  

Second, social media users with visual impairments may encounter accessibility problems when 

trying to share photographs of their own. They may find it strenuous to select a particular photo 

amongst many others from their digital album on their mobile or desktop devices [8]. They may 

also not be confident of its clarity – whether the photo is free from blurred contents, if the contrast 
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and saturation of the photo is comprehensible, or simply whether it is the right photo used for the 

intended purpose or not. As a result of these accessibility problems, people with visual 

impairments are limited in the ways they can participate on social media sites.  

Through this study, I recommend prospective online social collaborations between the BVI social 

media users and their Sighted Peers (SP) to address social media inaccessibility for photograph-

related posts. Although previous research in HCI has explored the concepts of volunteerism 

[5][18][17] and friendsourcing [4] to achieve web accessibility by collaborating with web workers 

and volunteers, I find potential scope in establishing a collaboration among the BVI people and 

their sighted friends and family on these social platforms to (a) construct detailed Alternative Text 

Descriptions (ATDs) to upload their own photographs (b) review the photograph contents and 

context before uploading them (c) generate textual descriptions for inaccessible photographs 

posted by others and (d) indirectly motivate the online sighted community to upload media-related 

posts bearing an appropriate and detailed alternative-text description that screenreader users 

expect. This concept of social collaboration with sighted peers is pragmatic, given the frequency, 

hesitation and relentlessness of the BVI people routing their photographs to unknown web workers 

or other volunteers. 

In this study, I first describe the trends and results obtained from a Twitter inventory comprising 

of tweets the people with visual impairments and other sighted people in the field of Access 

Technologies have made, followed by a detailed deductive analysis of the field study of mixed-

ability collaboration for image accessibility that was conducted on Facebook. Specifically, small 

Facebook groups were facilitated where two blind or visually impaired participants, and 12 of their 

sighted peers, could collaborate on reviewing and describing image-based content on their separate 

closed Facebook groups respectively.  
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Through this study, I identified three major trends:  

1. ATDs provided by a group of Sighted Peers (SPs) are more effective than those generated 

by Automatic Alt-Text (AAT) features because the descriptions generated manually by the 

SPs incorporate extra, contextualized details when compared to the low-confidence results 

from the AAT. 

2. Collaboration could help sighted peers improve the way they construct ATDs and inspire 

them to post their own photographs with detailed and appropriate alt-text.  

3. A collaboration among several sighted peers is more efficient than a single peer because 

the details missed by one peer could be covered by another. 

Background 

According to the National Federation of the Blind (NFB)1, 7.6 million Americans (around 3.9 

million females and the rest males) are blind or visually impaired. Over 63,357 students aged 4 

years to 20 years are also found to be blind or visually impaired. (Try to also include number of 

BVIP who have social media accounts). These statistics reveal that from a global population of 

285 million people who are blind or visually impaired2, 2.6% of these BVI people reside in the 

United States. This statistical data informs the necessity of addressing web accessibility for the 

people with visual impairments to be able to easily access their social media accounts and also 

 
1 National Federation of the Blind https://nfb.org/resources/blindness-statistics 
 
2 Visually Impaired Users on an Online Social Network 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266655702_Visually_impaired_users_on_an_online_social_
network 

https://nfb.org/resources/blindness-statistics
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266655702_Visually_impaired_users_on_an_online_social_network
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/266655702_Visually_impaired_users_on_an_online_social_network
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interact with photographs and media-related posts without any inaccessible conditions or 

frustrations. 

 

The use of accessible screenreaders in the form of voiceovers or talkback features have enabled 

these people with visual impairments to easily interact with technology. According to a Screen 

Reader User Survey conducted by WebAIM in the year 20173, it is found that 60% of the 1792 

global visually impaired participants who reside in North America use screenreaders. 

Screenreaders read the web page or application from top to bottom. Screenreaders primarily read 

content through audio and visual cues. Through this survey, it is observed that 75.6% of the global 

respondents primarily prefer audio cues over video. There are various types of screenreaders 

available. Some of the most extensively used screenreaders are JAWS (66%), NVDA (64.9%) and 

VoiceOver (39.6%) among the many others like ZoomText, Window-Eyes, ChromeVox and 

Narrator.  

Of the 1792 global participants, 88% use mobile screenreaders on their Apple iPhone, iPad or iPod 

touch (75.6%) and Android devices (22%) as well. Mobile screen readers mainly comprise of 

VoiceOver (69%), TalkBack for Android (29.5%) among the many others like Voice Assistant, 

Nuance Talks and MobileSpeak. 54% of the respondents mentioned that they use 

desktop/laptop/mobile/tablet versions of the devices about the same duration of time. However, 

the chances of them interacting with web sites is recorded to be higher at 54% than the 46% usage 

of mobile applications. 

 
3 Screenreader User Survey https://webaim.org/projects/screenreadersurvey7/ 

https://webaim.org/projects/screenreadersurvey7/
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This survey also provides the statistics on how accessible social media sites are as of the year 2016. 

14.9% of the respondents found that social media sites are very accessible, 54.3% found that they 

are somewhat accessible, 14.5% said that they are somewhat inaccessible, and 4.9% of them 

mentioned that they are very inaccessible. These screenreaders that are present in most Android 

and iOS smartphones, laptops, handheld and desktop computers read textual information in the 

form of descriptive alternative text written for media content such as photographs, images, gifs or 

videos. If an appropriate and accurate alternative text for an image or other media-related content 

is missing, these screenreaders rather read the file name that is associated with the image by 

default, for example; img001 or screenshot2019 etc. These default file names mean nothing to the 

BVI users and does not do any justice in explaining the actual context of the photo, thus rendering 

it completely inaccessible. Hence, alternative text descriptions are very essential for the BVI 

people to understand and interact with media-related content. Screenreaders not only read textual 

and media content, but also enable the BVI people to navigate through various applications on 

their smartphones, laptops or handheld and desktop computers by reading aloud the name of the 

application and the different types of user interface elements that comprise these applications like 

web links, URLs, buttons, forms etc. 

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) has developed the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 

(WCAG) to provide standards on web accessibility aimed at various organizations and 

individuals4. WCAG provides the essential tips and syntax templates that help create an accurate 

and appropriate alternative text description for media-related image content5 that web developers, 

designers and media content specialists can learn from. It also provides guidelines on the exact 

 
4 Web Content Accessibility Guidelines Overview https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/ 
5 Easy Checks – A First Review of Web Accessibility https://www.w3.org/WAI/test-evaluate/preliminary/ 

https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/
https://www.w3.org/WAI/test-evaluate/preliminary/
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location in the code where the alternative text resides in a webpage – the part of the code that 

contains the link to the source of the image. 

With the advent of social media sites like Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, and their extravagant 

use to share daily-life updates and indulge in social conversations and interactions with other peers 

and acquaintances by uploading photographs and images, a number of challenges arise related to 

web inaccessibility – especially related to inaccessible visual content and photographs. Sighted 

social media users often tend to upload their photographs without typing an appropriate alternative 

text or textual descriptions, invariable leading to inaccessible conditions and frustrations faced by 

their BVI peers. There is an increasing need to bridge this gap by encouraging the online sighted 

community to upload photographs bearing an appropriate alternative text, and also build 

collaborative associations between the BVI people and their sighted peers in order to construct 

accurate and appropriate alternative text descriptions for inaccessible photographs uploaded by 

others and the photographs yet to be uploaded by the BVI people. 
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CHAPTER TWO:  LITERATURE REVIEW 

Photo Inaccessibility due to Missing Alternative Text 

Prior research in the field of Human Computer Interaction has explored this concept of addressing 

social accessibility of mixed- media across a variety of websites by collaborating online with 

potential web workers [14] and volunteers [17] through friendsourcing [4] to achieve web 

accessibility needs. In the past, researchers have also explored the use of algorithmic automated 

features such as the Facebook Automatic Alternative Text (AAT) feature [21] to create textual 

descriptions. Various applications and platforms including VizWiz [1][6] and WebInsight [2] have 

laid the foundation of this concept of routing photographs to online web workers in order to learn 

about certain objects that are used in daily life, and as a browser extension to retrieve alternative 

text from proxies on the fly. Recently, Voykinska et al. have also researched on the general 

practices of how the blind people interact with inaccessible media content on social platforms by 

accessing the related mobile site on the desktop, or even requesting trusted friends in order to 

overcome inaccessible situations [20]. 

Automated Features of Social Media Sites 

When we talk of social platforms, Facebook and Twitter are the two most popular sites that come 

to our mind. Considering the constant practice of posting photographs on Twitter, it is found that 

the platform might become less accessible to people with visual impairments [16]. Researchers at 

Facebook recently rolled out an automated feature called the Automatic Alt-Text (AAT) which 

suggests alternative text descriptions for the photograph posted on the platform [21]. Using 

artificial intelligence and algorithms of computer vision to identify objects in the photograph, 

Facebook users with visual impairments can use their screen readers or Voiceover systems to 
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access these photographs. While this feature solves web inaccessibility of media-related content, 

it is also known that the AAT cannot determine detailed textual descriptions that most BVI users 

prefer – such as the identity of the person in the photograph, and the setting and perspective of the 

contents of the image. The limitations of this study itself pose as avenues for my study to grow 

and propose this concept of social collaboration among the blind or visually impaired users and 

their sighted peers in order to construct detailed ATDs for their own photographs and other 

inaccessible images uploaded by others to address social media accessibility. However, it has been 

found that social media users with visual impairments who rely on automatic alternative text often 

have inhibitions about the appropriateness and correctness of the descriptions given. MacLeod et 

al. give importance to automatic alternative text that contain high, medium and low confidence 

levels and cues i.e., the probability of error [12], which in-turn lets the blind users either believe 

the textual description or not. 

Social Collaboration with Volunteers and Web Workers 

In the past, studies also showcased results of routing photos to crowd workers or web workers to 

identify objects on a daily basis [6] and to address other accessibility measures [14]. While this 

study throws light on the concept of online collaboration with sighted peers to achieve photograph 

accessibility, previous HCI research has coined this collaboration in different ways such as 

volunteerism [18][17], friendsourcing [5] and microvolunteerism [4]. Proposing volunteerism to 

fix inaccessible metadata content was mainly an idea to eliminate the burden on the site owners 

for catering to accessibility concerns like missing heading tags, alternative text descriptions and 

image buttons that are requested by users. 
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Brady et al. investigated this aspect of volunteerism by coining the term microvolunteerism [4] 

wherein volunteers let their social networks collaborate on requests made by people with visual 

impairments based on inaccessible media content. Essentially, the photograph routed by the BVI 

users becomes the status of volunteers on social accounts that can be viewed by their network, 

thereby creating an online collaboration. While this concept may seek several benefits for 

accessing general media content such as photographs of items and objects posted on Vizwiz, this 

is a motivation for my study to bridge the gap between the blind users and these microvolunteers 

as people with visual impairments would not like to have their personal photographs or other 

media-related content become the status of other unknown people. 

While the VizWiz [1] iOS application enabled blind users to route photographs of clothes to a 

group of volunteers and web workers to learn about the current fashion trends, Morash et al. 

worked with a group of web workers to generate accessible alternative text descriptions for 

inaccessible photographs on the web [14]. This study debates between the usage of providing an 

appropriate template to web workers for generating alternative text descriptions themselves versus 

them querying details about the contents of the photograph first before writing textual descriptions 

from templates, thereby starting a collaborative conversation with users who have a visual 

impairment. This study bolsters my proposal of social collaboration with sighted peers instead of 

web workers because the BVI people would be hesitant at routing their personal photographs for 

review or to generate alternative text descriptions to web workers or crowd workers - such as the 

Amazon Mechanical Turk. 

In contrast to my hypothesis of people with visual impairments being comfortable of routing 

inaccessible photographs for alternative text descriptions and getting their own photographs 

reviewed by their sighted peers, Brady et al. also discovered that in some situations, the BVI social 
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media users do not prefer to route their accessibility related concerns to the sighted counterparts 

[5]. Instead, they prefer to ask questions to web workers as they are unaware of their identity and 

would not have to feel embarrassed for any reason. This argument stands strong for cases when 

blind users come across faulty information or misunderstand a particular post on social media sites. 

Photo Reviewing as a Means of Web Accessibility 

Photo inaccessibility is not only related to missing alternative text descriptions but is also a part of 

them being accessible on a particular device to be sure enough to post the desired photograph on 

social platforms. While researchers have concentrated on blind photography through automated 

technologies of computer vision [9], and how people with visual impairments could project a 

camera to click photographs [19], a simultaneous track of research studies also concentrated on 

accessing and retrieving captured photographs from a digital album. Through an online survey, 

Frohlich et al. [7] and Harada et al. [8] studied the concept of audiophotographs, a means through 

which people with visual impairments could record audio descriptions while capturing their 

photographs to access them from the gallery (or albums) at a later stage. While these studies 

concentrated on achieving photograph accessibility to retrieve a particular photograph from a 

digital album, it does not address the concept of photo reviews to check the clarity of the 

photograph or to determine whether a particular photograph is blurry or needs any editing. 

Through this study, I explore the importance of social collaborations between the BVI people and 

their sighted friends and family to get photographs reviewed for (a) checking whether it is the 

desired photograph for the intended purpose and (b) clarity – whether any photograph editing is 

required, apart from constructing detailed alternative text descriptions. 
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Research Questions 

Through this study, I focus on answering three research questions: 

RQ1: How does the quality of photo reviews and Alternative Text Descriptions (ATD) given by 

the Sighted Peers (SPs) compare to automatic features - like the Facebook alternative text option, 

crowd workers, or an individual sighted peer? 

Hypothesis 1: ATDs provided by a group of SPs are more efficient than those generated by 

Automated Alt-Text (AAT) features because the descriptions generated manually by the peers bear 

a high-confidence result with extra details when compared to the low-confidence results from the 

AATs. A collaboration among several sighted peers is more efficient than a single peer because 

the details missed by one peer could be covered by another. Due to privacy concerns, routing 

photographs to crowd workers is not recommended, however they would not be able to provide 

detailed contextual descriptions due to lack of context awareness. 

RQ2: What are the impacts of using the concept of social online collaboration between BVIP and 

their SP to generate accessible ATDs for images posted by others publicly? 

Hypothesis 2: BVI users often tend to hesitate to comment directly on the post without knowing 

the context of the photograph. Self-presentation is a major criterion for their relentlessness. Hence 

this online social collaboration with sighted peers could aid the BVIP get detailed descriptions for 

such inaccessible photographs. 

RQ3: Would multi-ability social collaboration (a) improve individual quality of alternative text 

generated? (b) motivate and inspire the sighted social media users to write alternative text for their 

own photo-related posts? 
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Hypothesis 3: I believe that this collaboration would help sighted peers improve the way they 

construct alternative text descriptions and inspire them to post their photographs with detailed and 

appropriate alt-text. 
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 CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 

 

 
In order to study the effectiveness of this online collaboration among groups of the BVI people 

and their Sighted Peers (SPs), I applied a mixed-methods approach. The methods included a pre- 

activity survey, an in situ collaborative photograph study activity on Facebook, and a post-activity 

survey. I also performed an extensive research on Twitter to look for tweets from the BVI people, 

sighted web developers and researchers in the field of HCI and Computer Science, and other 

organizations based on hash tagging like #noalttext and #missingalternativetext. 

In order to test the online collaboration, I recruited two groups with each group comprising of one 

BVI participant and five to ten of their SP. I created two separate closed groups on Facebook for 

each of the two groups respectively. Online privacy of the two participant groups was maintained 

by creating closed groups, which require an invitation from the BVI participant to join and thereby 

preventing other users from accessing them. A third group was started, but members did not 

interact with the content posted in the group, so I do not report information from that group. 

Both BVI and SP participants could be compensated at two points in the study. Respondents were 

compensated with a $10 digital Amazon gift card after completing the pre-activity survey, and a 

$15 digital Amazon gift card after joining the group during the activity and completing the post-

activity survey. Compensation was not dependent on posting in the Facebook group during the 

activity so as not to unfairly incentivize participation – group members could still complete the 

post-activity survey and be compensated if they had not commented on any posts. 

All study activities were approved by the Indiana University Institutional Review Board (IRB 

Study # 1810764684). The pre- activity and post-activity surveys were hosted on Qualtrics.  
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Study Interventions 

Pre-Activity Interventions 

Each BVI participant first filled out an online survey describing their current photo-sharing 

practices, and accessibility problems they have experienced around image-based content on social 

media sites they use. I also requested the BVI participants to upload three photographs of their 

choice that they wish to share on Facebook pertaining to either selfies, group photographs with 

friends or family, their own individual photographs, scenic environments, pets or infographics like 

posters, coupons or advertisements on this survey. 

After the surveys were completed, I set up a closed Facebook group for each BVI participant’s 

study activity. The BVI participant was invited directly to their group by email invitation. After 

joining, the BVI participant could invite any of their sighted friends or family members who have 

accounts on Facebook to join the group as well. When an invited person clicked on the invitation 

to the group, SPs were requested to read the details of the study activity and type “I agree” in the 

member request form (as shown in Figure 1). Finally, the SP were added to the group only after I 

reviewed their response and approved them to be a part of the group. 

When the invited SP were added to the closed groups respectively, they would first see a link to 

an optional pre-activity survey, which was pinned at the top of the groups as an announcement. 

The pre- activity survey for the SP asked about their photograph sharing practices and knowledge 

of digital accessibility practices. 
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the question shown to new group members. 

During-Activity Interventions 

During the study activity, five photographs were posted to the group one by one. Each photograph 

was accompanied by text instructing the group members to collaboratively review the photograph 

and provide detailed, accurate and appropriate alternative text descriptions for it in the comments 

section of each photograph (as shown in Figure 2). Group members were also encouraged to edit 

or respond to alternative text descriptions given by other SP by replying directly to that particular 

comment. Some SP preferred to ‘like’ the alternative text that best describes the context of the 

photograph which was given by other sighted group members. 

Once the BVI participants and their SPs joined their respective closed Facebook groups, they could 

view the first photograph shared by the BVI participants through the initial survey. The five 

photographs used for the activity for each collaborative group included the three photographs 

shared by the BVI participants in their pre-activity survey, and two inaccessible images that I 

selected that were publicly shared on Facebook (as shown in Tables 1 and 2). 
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Figure 2: Instructions given to group members for writing alternative text descriptions and 

photograph reviews. 

Post-Activity Interventions 

After all the five photographs had been posted in each group respectively, participants were asked 

to take a post-activity survey. The survey for the BVI participants was sent to them directly via 

email. It was used to learn about their experience on participating in the group and using the ATDs 

given by their SP. Through this survey, I also had the BVI participants evaluate the most 

descriptive alt-text given by their SPs for each of the five photographs. 

The link to the survey for the SPs was pinned in each of the two closed Facebook groups as an 

announcement. This survey asked for the SPs’ perceptions of the impacts and challenges of online 

social collaboration between the BVI people and their SPs. 

Twitter Inventory through Hash Tagging 

An extensive Twitter search was performed to identify tweets from the BVI people, researchers 

and designers in the field of HCI and Information Technology (IT), and other organizations who 

are frustrated and concerned with web inaccessibility due to missing alternative text descriptions 

for media-related content. A total of 118 tweets were documented from Twitter. I implemented the 
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method of using certain hash tags like #noalternativetext and #missingalttext to target tweets made 

by these people that reflects the need and urgency to address web accessibility pertaining to 

alternative text descriptions. This Twitter inventory was conducted to justify the need of web 

accessibility across social platforms and other websites and learn about the current web 

inaccessibility problems and issues that prevail in the online community for people with visual 

impairments. 

  

   

Figure 3: Tweets from BVI twitter users who are frustrated with missing alt-text media content 

As seen in Figure 3, Twitter has innumerable posts pertaining to frustrations and issues that the 

BVI social media users experience due to missing alternative text for media-related content. Going 

clockwise in figure 3 from to bottom, the BVI social media user who tweeted tweet(a) takes to 

Twitter to openly question why other users upload images without alternative text. The BVI person 

who posted tweet(b) vents out their frustration of missing alternative text for important images 

from a leading brand that they follow. 

While I found the BVI social media users posting tweets based on the inaccessible web experiences 

they have had, I also researched on some of the leading researchers in the HCI industry who have 

tweeted suggestions and prospective tools to address this type of inaccessible media content.  
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Figure 4: Tweets from individual belonging to the field of accessibility and HCI who have 

suggested solutions and tools to address web accessibility 

As seen in Figure 4 from top to bottom in a clockwise direction, A leading researcher at 

Microsoft mentions about the latest beta Caption Crawler browser extension that adds missing 

alternative text to inaccessible images by matching captioned duplicates of the same image 

elsewhere on the web. Another researcher in the field has suggested to make use of Twitter’s alt-

text feature to add appropriate descriptions to media-related content, especially emojis. While 

certain researchers have given tips and suggestions, others have also expressed on the importance 

of making social media accessibility a priority among all social media users (as seen in the last 

tweet in figure 4). 

Recruitment 

From an initial study that I conducted to learn about the effectiveness of this prospective idea on 

social collaborations to address photograph accessibility [13], I decided to recruit two groups from 

the same set of participants with whom I had conducted the previous foundational study. Via 

separate emails sent to the BVI participants, I described the purpose of the study and the various 
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interventions designed to conduct this study. The SPs were invited directly by their BVI 

participants to their closed Facebook groups respectively, after I approved them (as shown in 

Figure 1). 2 BVI participants were recruited representing the two collaborative groups. Group 1 

had 7 SPs while group 2 had 5 SPs. 

Data Analysis 

I facilitated a mixed-methods approach to analyze the data collected through the pre-activity 

survey, in situ collaborative photograph study activity on Facebook and the post-activity survey. 

Quantitative analysis was conducted through Qualtrics to determine the statistics, behaviors and 

experiences of social media usage of BVI participants and their SP. An extensive deductive 

analysis was performed to understand the various trends that emerged from the collaborative study 

on Facebook in order to justify my research questions and the related hypotheses. I also performed 

a concept mapping session to identify existing relationships and patterns pertaining to the 

inaccessible conditions that currently arise due to missing alternative text for images on the web 

that emerged from the 118 tweets generated from the Twitter inventory. I also performed a 

qualitative analysis by comparing the various styles of alternative text provided by the SP, and 

charting broader impacts and trends emerging from the Facebook’s study activity pertaining to the 

details provided by each peer versus the ATDs generated by the AAT feature. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS 

 
In this section, I describe the current social photography practices identified in the pre-activity 

survey; the results of each study activity group; and findings about the impact of this activity from 

the post-activity survey. This chapter will also focus on answering the research questions proposed 

in chapter 2.  

Demographics and Social Media Usage of Participants 

BVI Participants 

The two BVI participants P1 and P2 are females of 24 and 58 years old respectively. They represent 

the younger and older generations, and their usage of social media sites – especially Facebook – 

respectively. P1 has an autoimmune disease called Devic’s which has impacted her optic nerve for 

15 years now, while P2 has congenital Glaucoma since birth. Both P1 and P2 can perceive some 

light and color.  

From the Pre-Activity Survey for the BVI participants, I learnt that P1 and P2 click their own 

photographs using their mobile phone a few times each month to record memories, share them on 

Facebook with family and friends, view photographs later on an accessible device, and to get 

assistance in recognizing objects or text. They mentioned that they prefer to get their photographs 

reviewed by a sighted person before they upload them on Facebook.  

It has also been noted that they come across inaccessible photographs posted by others on 

Facebook very frequently and prefer to ask them to describe the context or look for narrative 

descriptions in the comments section of the post. When asked about how this potential online social 

collaboration between them and their sighted peers would be beneficial, P1 mentioned, “They 

would be able to tell me what the photograph is, and I could tell them how to help the blind 
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community with pictures”. P2 agreed that this collaboration would aid her with necessary 

information needed to discern the content of the photograph. 

Sighted Peer Participants 

A separate optional Pre-Activity Survey was also posted on the individual study activity closed 

Facebook groups for the SPs. Of the 12 SPs from both the groups, 9 SPs (8 females and 1 male) 

have responded to this survey. Of these 9 SPs, SP9 posts photographs on Facebook more than once 

a day, SP2 and SP6 post photographs once a day, SP1 posts few times a week, while the rest of 

the five SPs post photographs a few times a month. SP1 and SP10 mentioned that their 

photography skills are extremely good while 4 others said that their photography skills were 

somewhat good, and the rest said that it was neither good nor bad. SP10 also mentioned that her 

photo editing skills are extremely good when compared to the other 8 SPs whose editing skills are 

neither good nor bad.  

All the 9 SPs are active on Facebook while 7 of them have additional accounts on Instagram, 6 of 

those have an account on Pinterest and Snapchat, and 2 others have Twitter accounts. While 

posting their own photographs on social media sites, 8 out of 9 peers said that they edit their 

photographs and only one peer SP2 mentioned that he writes alternative text descriptions for his 

photograph posts. It is also observed that a majority of these SPs (6 out of 9) have not written 

ATDs for photographs posted publicly by others, while 2 others write ATDs for photographs 

posted by others, occasionally.  

When asked about the various features of Facebook like the AAT, writing captions, and editing 

photographs within Facebook while uploading them on their accounts, it is observed that all the 9 
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SPs who took the survey are unaware of the AAT feature, a majority of the participants – 8 out of 

9 – are unaware of the text area where they can write ATDs (as shown in Figure 3).  

 
Figure 5: Facebook features and their usage by the SPs 

Observations from the Study Activity 

I examined interaction behaviors of members in each group to evaluate and understand the 

effectiveness of this prospective online social collaboration. Following a deductive analysis 

method to reinforce my hypotheses, below, I summarize behaviors in each group, and present 

detailed analyses that demonstrate unique behaviors worth highlighting.  

Group Behaviors 

Members of Group 1 showed limited interaction and commenting on each individual photograph 

but distributed the labor of generating alternative text descriptions more evenly among sighted 

peer members. This group comprised of 8 members – 1 BVI participant (P1) and 7 sighted peers 

(SP1 to SP7). Of the 7 sighted peers, only 1 peer joined the group a day after the other 6 peers. For 

each of the 5 photograph posts, only a few of the 7 SPs viewed and interacted with them by 

providing alt-text descriptions and photograph reviews. However, SP6 only preferred to ‘like’ 
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textual descriptions commented by other SPs on this group instead of herself creating one, which 

means to say that she agrees to the descriptions provided by others.  

 
Table 1: Researcher-selected images, automatic-generated alternative text, and best alternative 

text descriptions from sighted peers. 

Members of Group 2 were much more engaged with each other. Unlike Group 1, this group 

comprised of 6 members – 1 BVI participant P2 and 5 sighted peers SP8 to SP12. Of the 5 sighted 

peers, only 1 peer joined the group two days after the other 4 peers. Group 2 was more 

conversational than Group 1 and almost all sighted peers except SP12 collaborated together to 

review the photographs and provide detailed appropriate alternative text. They also preferred to 

‘react’ with different emoji to comments and replies made by each other to indulge in an effective 

and efficient online social collaboration. The involvement and driving force of the BVI participant 
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P2 encouraged her sighted peers to provide the necessary details in order to comprehend the 

context of the five photographs, which she would have not learnt otherwise. 

Table 2: User-uploaded photographs, automatic alternative text, and best peer-generated 

alternative text for photographs from P1 (a) and P2 (b, c). 

Photograph Case Studies 

Group 1 Photograph 1: Photo-taking Feedback 

The first photograph posted on Group 1 is shown in Table 2(a). This photo was shared by P1. Of 

the 7 SPs, 6 of them have ‘viewed’ this photograph except SP5. SP2 and SP3 commented alt-text 

descriptions while SP3 also added a photo review.  

Alt-text provided by SP2 is “It appears to be a young individual relaxing on a sofa of leather or 

pleather design in a dimly lit room while messing with their phone. The room is dark and had an 

empty chair” while SP3 commented, “A young male with brown curly hair and a black shirt laying 
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on his stomach looking at a cell phone. The room has dark blue walls with a light wood door and 

to the left side is a black swivel faux leather computer chair behind is a dresser with a television 

on it”. SP3 also reviewed this photograph by stating, “The image is somewhat blurry like the 

camera was moved slightly while taking the photo”.  

While posting this photograph on the closed group for P1, it is observed that the AAT feature of 

Facebook automatically generated “Image may contain: one or more people and indoor”. Through 

the post-activity survey, P1 chose the alt-text provided by SP3 as the best description when 

compared to the descriptions created by SP2 and the AAT. 

 

Figure 6: Collaborative conversation between the SPs to generate detailed alternative text and 

photograph reviews seen in Group 1 

Group 1 Photograph 4: Repetitive Alternative Text 

The fourth photograph posted on this group is shown in Table 1(b). This is the second inaccessible 

photograph of a dog that I found on the Indianapolis Animal Care Service’s (IACS) public 

Facebook page. This photograph was also shared on Group 2. The caption written for this 
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photograph only contains details about the adoption process. Apart from the adoption details, this 

caption does not provide the actual description of the dog’s appearance. Facebook’s AAT feature 

generated “Image may contain: dog and outdoor”. This automated description mentions that it is 

a photograph of a dog outdoors but fails to provide P1 the further contextual details regarding the 

appearance of the dog.  

SP1 and SP7 ‘viewed’ and commented similar textual descriptions by adding “A brown pit bull 

type dog is looking up at the camera with mainly its' face in focus. The dog has golden brown eyes, 

a pinkish nose, and a white spot on its' chin and chest. The dog's ears are flopped down but alert” 

and “A brown and white dog with floppy ears and brown eyes. He is looking at the camera and is 

standing in gravel” respectively. The two alt-text descriptions are almost the same. However, P1 

preferred the alt-text provided by SP1 because it contained more details than SP7. 

 

Figure 7: Detailed alternative text created by the SPs from Group 1 that seems to be repetitive 
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Group 2 Photograph 1: BVI Initiated Discussion 

The first photograph posted on Group 2 is shown in Table 2(b) shared by P2. All 5 SPs have 

‘viewed’ this photograph while 3 of them contributed towards collaboratively providing alt-text. 

P2 initiated the collaborative conversation by first commenting “Hey there, here is a pic I took 

during the Christmas holiday. It could be a typical one you see on FB, however it has way more 

going on than I could visually view. So can you give me some descriptive info to understand it's 

content? Thanks!” This comment created the foundation for her peers and probed them to 

collaboratively construct detailed and accurate textual descriptions.  

SP9 commented a textual description and also reviewed the photograph (as seen in Table 2b). SP10 

added: “A modern living room fireplace at Christmas time. Ok I’m not so descriptive. Lol”. This 

comment started a conversation when P2 replied to this particular statement by reinforcing that, 

“You are descriptive Sister, [SP9] has just had a lot more practice! haha Thanks for the help”.  

This conversation reflects that being a part of a collaboration would aid the BVI people get a 

broader perspective of the photo context from not only one sighted peer, but from a collaboration 

of SPs. SP11 also contributes to this discussion by writing “This is a picture of a living room with 

light streaming in from a window on the right. A decorated Christmas tree is in the forefront on 

the right. Across the back of the picture is the fireplace, including stockings hung from the mantel, 

and a poinsettia and other Christmas decorations on it. There are built-in bookcases on each side 

of the fireplace”.  

While uploading this photograph in the group, Facebook’s AAT feature generated an automated 

description “Image may contain: Christmas tree and indoor”. This automated alt-text is not as 
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descriptive as the other manual descriptions created by SP9, SP10 and SP11. P2 also ‘liked’ each 

of these comments while SP10 ‘reacted’ with a ‘Wow’ emoji to the alt-text created by SP11. 

 

Figure 8: Collaborative conversation between P2 and her SPs from Group 2 where P2 initiated 

the discussion with her SPs 

Group 2 Photograph 2: Distinguishing between Content and Intent 

The second photograph posted in this group that was shared by P2 is shown in Table 2(c). All 5 

SPs ‘viewed’ this photograph with 4 of them being a part of the collaborative discussion. As seen 

in figure 9, P2 commenced the collaboration again by questioning “A typical post on FB might say 

"nap time" with this photo. I wouldn't know what that meant except that someone apparently was 

taking a nap. What might be a more descriptive post?” This photograph contains nature, primarily 

fallen logs, but P2 questions that if such a photograph was posted by others with a caption 

comparing the contents of the photograph with the intent of ‘Nap time’, it lacks detailed alt-text 

and P2 would have completely mistaken for the actual context of the photograph.  
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Figure 9: Collaborative conversation between P2 and her SPs from Group 2 where P2 initiated 

the discussion confirming the actual content of the photograph  

SP8 participates in this collaboration and describes the photograph as “A small wooded area with 

a lot of logs laying across ground area” while SP9 mentions, “Small wooded area with a tree that 

has fallen down”. SP10 adds “Fallen tree in a windstorm”. SP10 again mentions that when 

compared to other peers’ descriptions, her comments are more like a title with limited words. As 

seen in figure 10, P2 reassures SP10 by commenting, “It doesn't matter how long the description 

is as long as I get the understanding of the photo content. You all did a great job!”. SP11 gives a 

further detailed alt-text by describing the environment and the density of the objects in the 

photograph. She wrote “This is a picture of a small thicket of about a dozen trees. Many of the 

trees are small with thin trunks. One of the larger trees has fallen over, perhaps due to a storm”. 

It is observed that P2 is very responsive to her SPs unlike P1 from Group 1 and is involved in this 

collaborative conversation. She acknowledges her peers by ‘liking’ the comments pertaining to the   
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Figure 10: Collaborative conversation between P2 and her SPs from Group 2 where P2 

reinforces that the length of alt-text is not the criteria when compared to actually being able to 

understand the context of the photograph better 

alt-text descriptions created by them. The automated alt-text description generated by Facebook’s 

AAT feature returned “Image may contain: tree, plant, grass, outdoor and nature”. 

Group 2 Photograph 4: Collaborative Iteration of Alternative Text Descriptions 

The fourth photograph (as seen in Table 1(a)) posted on this group is the inaccessible photograph 

of an ad uploaded on the store’s public Facebook page. This photograph was also shared on Group 

1. Since the caption written along with this photograph does not give any further details like the 

cost of the candles, and the AAT description “Image may contain: text” does not help the BVI 

people, it is observed that three SPs have together given separate details of this ad while describing 

the photograph throughout.  

SP8 described the post as, “An advertisement for 3 wick candles. Which expires today and has a 

limit on them of 15”. SP9 adds by stating the facts that SP8 missed and commented, “May not be 

combined with any other offers. Limited time only”. SP11 further described the store and price of 
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the candle and wrote “White Barn Candle Company is having its Annual Candle Day! Today only, 

all 3-wick candles are on sale for $8.95. That is a savings of $15.55 per candle. Subject to 

availability. While supplies last”.  

P2 ‘likes’ these alt-text descriptions given by her peers and acknowledges by commenting, 

“Sometimes my speech software provides me info as I move across it by reading the text material. 

This ad says nothing at all...ad is completely inaccessible. How would I know it is White Barn and 

is that the same thing as Bath & Body Works?” This clearly means to say that the screenreaders 

are unable to describe the context of the photographs if they miss an appropriate alt-text. SP8 

replies to P2 that the ad only mentions ‘White Barn’ in the label of the candle represented in small 

font and that it says nothing of Bed & Bath. However, SP9 reconfirms both P2 and SP8 that “White 

barn and bath and body works are the same limited brands company”. 

 
Figure 11: Collaborative conversation between P2 and her SPs from Group 2 where P2 confirms 

the brand and comments that the ad is completely inaccessible 
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Influence of the Study Activity: Results from the Post-Activity Survey 

Impact of the Study Activity on the Blind and Visually Impaired Participants 

Both P1 and P2 found this online collaboration on Facebook to be very interesting and beneficial. 

P2 also commented that “It was a valuable exercise in learning how easy it is to obtain photo 

content information”. P1 mentioned that she would take advantage of this collaboration with her 

SP whenever she would post a picture on Facebook. This collaboration is an encouragement to P1 

and the other BVI people to post and interact with more photographs on social media sites. 

“Well I would definitely post more pictures and I think sighted people would try to be more 

descriptive when they post their own pictures” – P1 

When asked about their overall satisfaction on the detailed alt-text they received from their SPs 

for the photographs posted on their respective groups, both the BVI participants P1 and P2 

mentioned that they were extremely satisfied (a 5-point Likert scale was used ranging from 

extremely satisfied to extremely dissatisfied). 

However, when asked about their satisfaction about getting these photographs reviewed for 

clarity, P1 mentioned that she was somewhat satisfied as opposed to P2 where she mentioned 

that this experience was somewhat dissatisfying. She explained that she expected her peers to be 

a little more descriptive while reviewing photos – guiding her with cues whether the camera has 

been positioned well or if the photograph was blurry. 

Overall, this prospective solution of indulging in collaborations on social media sites like 

Facebook between the BVI people and their respective SPs proves to be an advantage for the BVI 

users to get detailed, appropriate and accurate ATDs in order to comprehend their own photographs 

and those that have been posted by others they follow on social media platforms. 
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“My expectations were that people would do the best they could to describe pictures for blind 

people. I think they went above and beyond that. They gave detail on even the littlest things and I 

really appreciated that they were so committed to this research study” – P1 

Through the post activity survey, I had our BVI participants evaluate the best alternative text 

received from their peers for the photographs that were posted on their closed Facebook groups 

respectively. The factors that impacted their selection were the amount of details these SPs 

provided them in order to ‘visualize’ and ‘imagine’ the contents of the photo.  

“I think the person who gives more detail had the better descriptions” – P1 

P2 also mentioned some examples of the details she received for these photographs that enabled 

her to comprehend the context of the photo better. 

“Extra details shared, such as…Thicket of trees in photo 2…impacted my choice of selecting the 

best alternative text descriptions” – P2 

This prospective solution of collaborating with SPs is beneficial and useful for the BVI people to 

be equipped with detailed, appropriate and accurate alternative text descriptions. P2 states that at 

any time she is using social media where photographs are posted, this type of collaboration can 

have value. 

“I most likely would use when unable to identify photo content in FB postings of those I follow. 

Shows me how easy it is to receive necessary information to understand photo content” – P2 

Such an online social collaboration between the BVI people and their SPs would also encourage 

the sighted community to post their photographs on social media sites with detailed and 
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appropriate alternative text descriptions. P1 also mentioned that the BVI users on social platforms 

like her would be ‘independent’ while interacting with photographs on social media sites if the 

sighted community would post their photographs with detailed alternative text descriptions. P2 

affirms that this collaboration will most likely make sighted peers more aware of text context they 

post on associated photographs. 

“They would be able to understand how to help blind users become more independent on social 

media sites” – P1 

“It helps give awareness to peers to give additional details regarding photos posted” – P2 

Impact of the Study Activity on the Sighted Peer Participants 

Through a separate post-activity survey that was shared on the two closed Facebook groups for 

the SPs, I learnt that this activity has encouraged the SPs to understand the importance of social 

collaboration to assist their BVI peers get detailed alt-text descriptions in order to better understand 

the context of the photograph, and the necessity of posting their own photographs with appropriate 

alternative text for the BVI people to be able to easily interact with media-related content on social 

media sites. 

“If those of us who can see start adding descriptions like this to our posts it would be incredibly 

useful to our visually impaired friends” – SP7 (Group 1) 

Analyzing these results of individual alternative text descriptions given by the SPs of both the 

groups, I realized that it was an appending process altogether. If one sighted peer commented on 

the photograph-post with an appropriate alt-text but missed some details that the BVI peer would 

expect, the other sighted peer adds those details in their comments – thus improving the complete 
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textual description on an iterative basis in a collaborative environment. This online social 

collaboration seems to be a perfect solution for the BVI people to be able to comprehend 

inaccessible photographs and their own photos for social media purposes. 

“I felt it was better and more accurate when more people commented became small details that 

one person missed were included by another. It was more involved than I originally thought. I 

kept finding more small details that needed to be included. It is easier to describe things 

accurately with multiple people” – SP1 (Group 1) 

“Describing these photographs made me pay close attention to even the smallest details that I 

might have missed otherwise” – SP11 (Group 2) 

This collaborative study activity has also impacted the SPs to learn how others ‘visualize’ photo 

content. Everyone has their own perspectives of viewing and understanding the context of the 

photograph – including the different types of photographs like portraits or black-and-whites, and 

elements like objects, lighting, environments, colors, angles, clothing, and personas to name a few. 

These varied perspectives give rise to different alt-text details. SP8 mentions that in a collaborative 

environment, it not only helps the BVI people correlate to the context of the photograph through 

alt-text descriptions given by several peers, but it also aids these SPs to observe the perspectives 

of other SPs and inculcate those ideas and views in their descriptions. 

“You have to imagine telling someone who can’t see the picture. About all the colors and things 

around it. And it is interesting to see how others see it.” – SP8 (Group 2) 
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CHAPTER FIVE: INFERENCES FROM THE OVERALL RESULTS 

From this social collaboration on Facebook, it is inferred that this collaborative practice is a 

beneficial solution to access inaccessible photographs on social media platforms and to 

comprehend the context of the photographs clicked by the BVI people themselves. Routing 

photographs to web volunteers or crowd workers is not recommended since (a) they would not 

correlate to the context of the photograph as the sighted friends and family would and (b) the 

privacy concerns with respect to the photographs would restrict the BVI users have them review 

these photographs for detailed textual descriptions. 

From the results of this study activity and on comparing the success of social collaboration on the 

two groups, I find Group 2 to be more successful than Group 1 in terms of this prospective online 

collaboration. I describe my understanding from the two groups based on the following trends – 

Collaborative experience between the BVI users and their SPs, encouraging environment to 

receive appropriate feedback on media-related social posts, and the iterative process of building 

on other alt-text descriptions from peers. 

Trends for Successful Online Collaborations 

From the deductive analysis of the study activity, it is evident that the two BVI participants P1 and 

P2 viewed this online collaboration as extremely beneficial for them to understand the context of 

inaccessible photographs on social media sites, and to select appropriate photographs to share from 

amid many others in their own mobile phone gallery. 

“I thought that it was a really interesting study. Some people were really detailed in their 

descriptions where some others needed to be more detailed” – P1 
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P1’s statement supports my assertion of the necessity and importance of this collaboration with 

several sighted peers in that if a few of them are not describing the alternative-text of the 

photograph in detail, others in the group might provide that. 

Below, I describe three major trends that emerged through this study activity that fostered 

successful online collaborations to address photograph accessibility on social media sites like 

Facebook. 

Collaborative Experience between the BVI people and their SPs 

The usual trend on Facebook or any other social media sites where people post photographs is that 

they often write textual descriptions as a ‘status update’ that show up just above the photograph. 

These status updates are more like titles or captions that do not provide the necessary details a BVI 

person might need in order to understand and interact with the photograph. 

For example, P2 commented on a photograph (in Table 2(c)) that:  

“A typical post on FB might say ‘nap time’ with this photo. I wouldn’t know what that meant 

except that someone apparently was taking a nap. What might be a more descriptive post?” – P2 

Since the fallen logs of wood are typically passive and inert, she emphasizes that the owner of the 

photograph would compare the fallen logs to a living being who is passive and asleep. If the photo 

would have been captioned as ‘nap time’, P2 would have completely misunderstood the actual 

context of the photograph that represents an environment with fallen logs versus a person who is 

asleep. 

The repercussions of this misleading interaction could impact the self-presentation of the BVI 

people who comment or like posts that render a different meaning altogether. In order to combat 
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this doubtfulness, a prospective online social collaboration helped P2 to get the details of the photo 

context from her SPs and understand that the caption provided is just a metaphor. This 

collaboration proved beneficial for both BVI and SP group members, who gained a better mutual 

understanding of how screenreaders interact with inaccessible media-related visual content.  

Encouragement for Feedback 

When comparing the activity between the two groups, it is observed that the active encouragement 

and guidance from P2 enabled her peers to actively provide more feedback on the photographs 

posted on their group. This behavior contrasts with those seen in Group 1, where only a few sighted 

participants contributed to the collaboration on each photograph. 

P2 initiated the conversation on the first and second photograph posts by commenting the details 

based on the time and occasion the photograph was taken, and the typical textual post that could 

be seen accompanying the photograph on Facebook. P2 also mentions that there was still a lot of 

context as seen in her photograph that she clicked in table 2(b) that she was missing. This 

motivation prompted her SPs that provided a foundation for them to create appropriate alt-text 

descriptions that were detailed enough for their BVI peers to comprehend.  

In my analysis, I observed that P2 inspired SP10 to continue working on her alternative text 

descriptions. SP10 mentioned that her comments were more like captions or titles that described 

the context of the photographs in minimal words. However, P2 reassured SP10 that the other group 

members might have more practice on giving detailed descriptions, but that she was also being 

helpful and contributing towards building up effective alternative text descriptions. P2 is also seen 

to acknowledge the comments given by her SPs by either ‘liking’ or ‘replying’ to the descriptions. 
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Iterative Process of Alternative Text Descriptions 

Pertaining to the inaccessible post as depicted by the image in Table 1(a), the conversational 

collaboration witnessed in Group 2 is a perfect example of this collaborative and iterative trend of 

creating appropriate and detailed alternative text descriptions. 

SP8 initiates the collaboration by commenting the details that she finds are important from her 

perspective. However, SP9 believes that SP8 has missed out on a few other details that are equally 

essential. SP9 adds that as a separate comment. All-in-all, SP11 cumulates both the responses and 

provides one substantial, detailed and elaborate alternative text description for her BVI peer P2. 

Hence, this social collaboration among several SP is beneficial to the BVI people because if one 

peer misses out on any details, the other peers can bridge that gap.  

Challenges and Recommendations 

Establishing this kind of online social collaboration between the BVI people and their SPs on 

social media sites could impact the BVI users positively by being able to comprehend photographs 

that are otherwise inaccessible to them. Alt-text descriptions are a critical factor for the 

screenreaders to be able to describe the content and context of the photographs to the BVI people. 

But if this alt-text is missing, the photograph is rendered as inaccessible. Being able to receive 

textual descriptions from a group of sighted people has guided the two BVI participant groups to 

(a) comprehend the actual context of their own photographs (b) clear any questions or concerns 

that they have about the inaccessible photo content that other people upload (c) get their 

photographs reviewed and (d) encourage the SPs to post their own photographs with appropriate 

alternative text descriptions. 
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In the post-activity survey, I requested both BVI participants and SP participants to reflect on any 

challenges they envisioned might arise in this kind of collaboration. Two sighted peers – SP1 and 

SP7 – have mentioned that (a) not every sighted peer would be serious about providing detailed 

alt-text descriptions in a collaborative environment and (b) they may not be able to identify certain 

people in the photographs. 

These two challenges affect the efficiency of this online social collaboration on a case-by-case 

basis – some collaborative groups may experience these limitations while other groups may not. 

However, I have proposed recommendations for each of these challenges. I believe that the 

seriousness of being an active member contributing to the collaboration is directly related to the 

time taken by these SPs to create detailed alt-text descriptions. If a particular sighted peer is serious 

about providing appropriate alternative text descriptions to their BVI peer, the time taken to 

comment in the collaborative groups would be less and take a few minutes to an hour or two  – 

based on the time elapsed between ‘viewing’ the request and actually ‘commenting’ a review or 

alt-text description – when  compared to a sighted peer who is not serious enough and who might 

take a lot of time (maybe days) or may not even contribute at all. For example, SP12 (Group 2) 

did not comment any alt-text or reviewed the photographs that were posted on this group for P2. 

But the other SPs who belonged to this group were interested and very serious about providing P2 

with textual descriptions and photograph reviews. It is observed that these SPs (except SP12) from 

Group 2 often commenced the collaboration by commenting on the posts within the range of first 

5 to 10 minutes of the photograph being shared. 

This means to say that not every collaborative group will have all the SPs’ contribution. It also 

depends on the BVI user’s interventions and communication channel between the BVI people and 

their SPs. It is observed that the provocative interventions of P2 by commenting on the photograph 
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first laid the foundation of the collaboration, invariable encouraging her SPs and creating a sense 

of seriousness. 

I propose that the BVI people set up collaborative groups with multiple SPs who they think would 

be able to provide detailed descriptions of the photographs. If a few peers are not contributing or 

are unable to collaborate at the time, there would be others in the group who would participate in 

this collaboration. Maintaining constant conversations with the SPs also proves to create a serious 

environment in the group, thereby encouraging the SPs to collaboratively work towards improving 

online accessibility. 

The second challenge pertaining to the ability of the SPs to identify specific people in the 

photographs is pragmatic. 

“It’s weird that they couldn’t identify people in the photos” – SP7 (Group 1) 

All the three photographs of P1 that were shared in Group 1 contained people in them. But it was 

surprising to observe that none of the SPs identified the person in the photographs. The photograph 

shown in Table 2(a) is blurry and hence it can be a reason for the SPs not being able to recognize 

the person. However, the case of the final photograph posted in that group is the opposite - the 

person in this photograph could be identified.  

I recommend a conversational collaboration between the BVI people and their SPs to address this 

challenge. The BVI person could comment in the collaborative group asking for their SPs to 

identify who the person is. If the peers are unable to, they could rather suggest the BVI peer to 

request a potential sighted peer who would be aware of the context and content of the photograph. 

This conversational collaboration could address this limitation. But, if the BVI people are aware 
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of who the person is in the photograph, then they might simply route the photograph to a particular 

sighted peer asking for detailed alt-text descriptions from that sighted person itself. 
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CHAPTER SIX: DISCUSSION 

This study primarily focuses on the importance of online social collaborations between the BVI 

people and their SPs in order to construct detailed and appropriate alternative text descriptions for 

photographs that are posted on social media sites to address web accessibility. The results from 

the deductive analysis of the study activity that was conducted on Facebook reveal that the BVI 

social media users prefer this collaborative environment to get detailed alternative text descriptions 

for the innumerable inaccessible photographs that are posted by their social networks, and to 

understand the context of their own photographs that they clicked and saved to their device’s 

digital gallery. 

According to WCAG and rules from Section 508, it is advised that further image description in 

the form of alternative text descriptions are redundant if there already exists an inline caption that 

describes the context of the photograph in detail [15] Screenreaders and Voiceover systems read 

the inline text that is associated with the photograph posts. This inline text is primarily the ‘caption’ 

that social media users write in the ‘status update’ section while uploading photographs or other 

media-related content. However, if this inline text or ‘caption’ does not give the necessary details 

describing the content and context of the photograph that most BVI users need in order to 

comprehend, and there is no detailed alternative text description associated with the image, the 

BVI users will not be able to interact and understand the photograph. Figure (a) and (b) from Table 

1 are perfect examples that cater to this point – although the two posts have inline text or captions 

written, this text does not give the details on the cost of each candle and the description of the type 

of the dog, respectively.  
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It is also arguable that not all photographs need detailed alternative text all the time – or some BVI 

social media users might not prefer to have a lot of details pertaining to certain images. Different 

people have their own needs and requirements, especially in the case of the blind or visually 

impaired people when they make use of technology to the fullest. Some BVI social media users 

might be content with the inline-text in the form of captions associated with images whereas many 

others (based on this study) require more details in order to comprehend and interact with media-

related content on social platforms.  

Based on a recent study conducted by Morris et al., BVI users do not wish to have lengthy details 

for images that represent logos [15] of an organization or decorative images like a general free 

image of a greeting card picked from a random Google search. For such images, the caption or the 

inline text itself is self-sufficient for the BVI people to relate to the photographs that may read as 

‘a logo of [name] organization’ or ‘Happy Birthday [name]’ respectively. For such images, 

lengthy details on the size, shape and strokes of the logo, and the color, decorative elements and 

orientation of the card is not a priority. 

But for photographs that are clicked by an individual, those that are uploaded on social media sites 

to share one’s day’s experience, to indulge in social conversations or to promote products or 

services, it is observed through this study that the BVI people require the necessary details in order 

to completely understand and interact with the photographs. Although there is potential to debate 

over the length of the most appropriate detailed alternative text descriptions (as seen in this study 

generated for figure (a) in Table 1), it is observed that participants P1 and P2 preferred those 

lengthy details to understand the context better. For example, P2 even confirms with her SPs 

whether the brand belongs to White Barn or Bath and Body Works. This means to say that although 

existing guides focus on brevity and the concise nature of alt-text, BVI people still need these extra 
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details pertaining to these personal, social and ad-related photographs that is possible to attain 

through collaborative environments as proposed in this study. 

Experiential descriptions are another factor that emerged through this study that matter for the BVI 

users a lot. For example, in Figure 6, SP2 states that ‘It appears to be a young individual 

relaxing…’. Here, ‘Relaxing’ is an experience that this individual in the photo is having. AATs 

and other volunteers or web workers would not be able to identify and personalize descriptions 

pertaining to these experiences, when compared to the ability of the BVI users’ SPs. However, 

captioning or writing appropriate alternative text descriptions is not a simple task. It requires the 

SPs of the BVI social media users to dedicate some time to write detailed alternative text 

descriptions for the requests made by their BVI peers. Also, not all SPs would be able to identify 

every detail required by the BVI people or be available to provide the details at a particular time – 

hence, a collaboration of SPs could address this challenge. 

By establishing collaborative groups among people with visual impairments and their sighted 

friends and family, the BVI users are able to receive the extra details that they wish to have in 

order to comprehend and easily interact with the photographs that are uploaded on social media 

sites, especially Facebook. It is a means for them to hold collaborative discussions with their 

sighted peers about the content and context of their own photographs as well as the many 

inaccessible photographs that are uploaded by others. It is at the BVI social media user’s discretion 

that if they are satisfied with the inline text associated with the particular photograph, then this 

collaboration is not required to generate detailed alternative text descriptions. But for many other 

personal, ad-related and inaccessible photographs, this online social collaboration between the BVI 

people and their SPs will be extremely beneficial.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN: FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION 

I aim to further conduct longitudinal schedules with potential collaborative groups on Facebook 

for a longer duration. In this extended study, I plan to have the BVI participants upload their own 

photographs themselves directly to their respective collaborative groups to obtain detailed and 

appropriate alternative text descriptions and photograph reviews. I would also have them route any 

inaccessible photographs they find on their Facebook accounts to their closed groups themselves 

to get the actual context and content of the photographs. Another aspect that I would concentrate 

on is to identify those photographs or images that do not need lengthy detailed alternative text 

descriptions – as described in the previous chapter 6, images like general decorative greeting cards 

or logos do not require these extra details. I would design this future study in a way that 

incorporates this aspect of differentiating between different kinds of media-related photo content. 

I believe that this future study would help me determine the manner in which the BVI people route 

their own photographs and the inaccessible images they find themselves. It also throws light on 

the captions and instructions they would use to direct their SPs to help guide them with detailed 

descriptions. I potentially plan to recruit five groups in total that represent varying generations of 

the BVI participants – teens, adults and seniors – and their familiarity with social media usage and 

image accessibility. 

In conclusion, online social collaborations between the BVI people and their sighted friends and 

family is a very efficient prospective solution that I recommend addressing web accessibility of 

inaccessible photographs that are posted on social media sites. The mixed-methods facilitated by 

conducting the pre-activity survey, in situ collaborative Facebook groups and the post-activity 

survey supported my hypothesis of establishing effective collaborations between the blind or 
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visually impaired people and their sighted peers to infer the contents of their photographs and the 

inaccessible images without having an impact on their online self-presentation. My inferences and 

the participants’ reflections on the study activity performed on Facebook inform the necessity of 

such collaborations to get detailed alternative text descriptions from their sighted peers, without 

keeping their online self - presentation at stake.  
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